INTRODUCTION
As large-scale scientific endeavors such as the Human Genome Project (HGP) or the CERN Large Hadron Collider are on the rise, the number of authors associated with these research projects substantially increase as well (Ioannidis, 2008) . In fact, co-authorship dynamics has evolved from multiple authors to 'mega-' or 'hyper-' amount of authors (Cronin, 2001) , ranging from 80 to 200 authors per paper. Evidently, hyper-authored papers are more of a convention in scientific domains such as biology, high energy physics, and medicine that requires large and complex coordination of tasks (Birnholtz, 2006) . Consistent with the current author-ordering tradition in the field of genomics, the research on chromosome sequencing often listed its authors in three parts: first, middle, and last. First authors are usually the main contributors, last authors are senior researchers who supervise the research, while middle authors usually take on tasks such as data collection or annotation, and are assumed to make smaller contributions (Mongeon et al, 2017) . Given the complex contribution structures, there is a more pressing need to sort out questions of authorship order and credit allocations.
This study aims to examine the collaboration dynamics and the three-parts-structure of partial alphabetical author byline (some authors are listed alphabetically, some not) using co-authorship network analysis in the case of the HGP. In particular, we investigate the hyperauthorship phenomenon of one major research publication (Gregory et al, 2004 ) from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, the biggest contributor to the sequencing of eight human chromosomes.
METHOD
With the HGP as a research setting and the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute as the primary research center, we collect coauthorship data on articles published by the center. Given that the Sanger institute contributed efforts to sequencing chromosomes 1, 6, 9, 10, 13, 20, 22, and X, we only include published articles on the results of these eight chromosomes. The 8 papers identified were published between the years of 1999 to 2006, and were all highly-cited within the field. In this study, we focus specifically on the published work on chromosome 1 (Gregory et al, 2004) , the largest human chromosome, thus requiring the most coordinated efforts to annotate and sequence.
The paper contains 166 authors, of which 24 are first authors, 127 are middle authors, and 15 are last authors (Figure 1 ). Data on authors' affiliations, general demographics as well as the list of coauthors are obtained from the ISI Web of Science and Scopus. We conduct a co-authorship network analysis to capture collaboration patterns among all the authors involved in the chromosome 1 study. In this network, node ! (ego) represents each author, and an edge " #$ between node ! (ego) and % (alter) denotes that these two authors have worked on at least 5 papers together. The network is undirected because co-authorship is mutual between two researchers. We use R's igraph package as the tool for constructing the network matrix and calculating network measures. Visualizations of the whole network along with induced subgraphs are then created on Gephi.
RESULTS
The co-authorship network created from the dataset above is the result of combining 166 different ego-networks of 166 original authors listed on the chromosome 1 paper byline (Figure 2 ). An ego-network of each focal author (ego) is composed of the edges that link that author with all co-authors (alters) that he/she has worked with on at least 5 papers. The whole network includes not only ego-alter relationships, but also alter-alter relationships (co-authors tied to the focal author are also tied to each other). Hence, the network size is larger with 1918 nodes, and 14088 edges. At the whole network level, density is relatively low (ρ=.008), with a mean degree of 14.69 edges per author. Though the network is sparse, clustering coefficient is very high at (C=.843) and with a relatively short average path length (ℓ=3.538) given the large network size. Thus, the topology of this network exhibits more desired properties of a small world network, rather than a scale-free network as with most co-authorship networks (Barabasi & Albert, 1999) . In fact, our degree distribution is skewed, but does not entirely follow a power-law distribution ('=.582, R 2 = .431) of a typical scale-free network.
At the subgraph level, it is interesting that we detected 6 communities (using Girvan-Newman modularity) beyond the threepart author structure. Since our network boundary is beyond the main authors of the chromosome 1 paper, we can infer that there are more communities of authors that exist beyond this research and perhaps give a holistic view to the general collaboration structure of the HGP. More interestingly, we find that central actors in this network are primarily from the middle author list (e.g. Leongamonert, D; Hunt, S; Lloyd, D). In fact, 60-70% of the most influential nodes are from these middle authors, suggesting that they are actively working with other scholars (high degree), connecting scholars of different institutions together (high betweenness), and also directly working with other well-established scholars (high eigenvector).
CONCLUSION
The HGP is a leading example of big science that requires collaborative efforts from hundreds to thousands of researchers who are from a wide range of disciplines. Though determining where credit is due remains a conundrum in a hyper-authored setting, we find that middle authors may hold essential positions within the collaboration network in the chromosome 1 research. Recognizing that misallocation of credits may result in misallocation of funding opportunities and academic positions, we believe that providing a contribution list to describe whodunwhat in conjunction with the author byline is a necessary practice. Our future work includes examining in detail the collaboration dynamics among the first, middle, and last authors of all published works by a number of research centers affiliated with the HGP.
